25th Nov 1902

My dear Professor,

Only a short letter to acknowledge yours of 23rd ult. To wish you the usual complement customary amongst civilized people at this time of the year. I have cases up and added to you all chimina etc on hand and camels should be along in about ten days and take them away. I cannot find the list of the box I packed before I went to town last year and fancy I posted it to you. But of smaller case is enclosed. I hope to hear of safe arrival soon. Let me know by the return
mail without fail up to how far I gave you notes at Alice. I know what I posted you afterward. I got the Sugar Ant Stones the other day & they are very old. Do you not think they are originally the Church were Stone? I have been gradually replaced with wooden ones as the Church have been gradually replaced.

I observe you have been pretty busy lecturing but it should come easy now even if monotonous. Gillen wrote me quite a nice letter this time. I am wondering what is up. No rain here although various places round about got more or less. Temps about 112 inches (80 acres altogether 13 miles). West of here. Henbury 60 pe Idracoura Bend. & Charlotte nil while Evelyn Station
Dear [Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. It has been some time since we last spoke, and I hope you are doing all right.

I am writing to express my thoughts and concerns. I believe it is important to stay in touch and maintain a strong bond.

I have been thinking about the recent events and how they have affected us all. I am concerned about the direction our lives are taking and how we can navigate these uncertain times.

I hope this letter finds you in good health and spirits. Please keep me updated on any developments.

Many thanks for your understanding.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]
Other box has all other Churina of which you have notes + others.

**Smaller box.**

1. Shield
2. Pitchi

1. Stone Churina
2. Black-yellow + bubba.

3. Wooden Churina
4. Rat


J.6.  Fviv

E 1.2 +.3. Stone Churina grassed.
L 1.2 +.3 +.4. x Stone Sugar Ant

1½. Kurndaikko Boots.

Various Hare bones.

11 Spear throwers
1. Wooden Churina Snake 3 Laurie's Creek
2. Stone " " Green Snake Mauuma Bluff
3. Wooden " " Boys West of Gill Range
2. Belly Bandos Rat tails
2. Bone + 2 Bone Poison sticks with dowen attached.